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A Message on Behalf of the Centennial Class
Brother James Cudney
We will try to include a feature article in our Bulletin that will focus on a topic of importance and interest to the Craft.
We begin with an article drawn from the talk given by our last class speaker; it provides an interesting perspective on
life and Freemasonry.

Good Evening, my name is James Cudney, and on
behalf of the 100th Anniversary Class, thank you!
Our experience was truly magical and memorable.
The Reunion was well organized. The Degrees were
performed with professional skill. The actors, the
lighting, audio-visual, and theatrics were fantastic.
From our class to each of you, thank you for taking
time out of your busy schedules to produce such a
great experience. Your hard work gave us memories
that will last a lifetime.
As the spokesman for the 100th Anniversary Class, I
realize that this was a landmark year in the history
of the Alexandria Valley, a time with significant
meaning for our Rite. With this in mind, I feel some
pressure to communicate something meaningful,
and so, tonight, I would like to focus my remarks on
the past, the present, and the future in an attempt to
take a look at something I will call the 799th and
800th lifetimes.
In college I took an honors course ambiguously
titled “Future Systems,” where I had the pleasure to
meet a great teacher, Dr. Mary Jo Henderson, who
had a tremendous impact on me and the other
students in the Honors Institute. One of the more
profound concepts she intertwined into her class
was the following concept developed by Alvin Toffler,
the author of Future Shock.
He postulates that a lifetime equals 62 years and
that if we examine human existence over the past
50,000 years, there have been approximately 800
or so lifetimes. Of these, 650 were lived in caves,
and only around 100 lifetimes ago was it possible to
communicate in writing from one lifetime to another.

The last 100 lifetimes have seen the rise and fall of
great civilizations. Thirty-five lifetimes ago Jesus
Christ and Muhammad walked the earth, and only
four lifetimes ago, the United States of America was
born. Only during the last seven lifetimes did the
written word spread to the masses with the advent
of the printing press. Only during the last five has it
been possible to measure time with precision. Only
in the last two has anyone used an electric motor, a
car, or air conditioning, and in this past lifetime we
have seen the advent of the first jet, space walk,
computer, satellite, smart phone, and the Internet.
This acceleration of information and technology is
profound. It took between 150 years, from 1750
and 1900, for the world’s knowledge to double;
currently, the world’s knowledge is doubling every
18 months!
In the period since this Valley was formed, which
has been during the 799 and 800th lifetimes, there
have been massive changes. Two lifetimes ago, 65%
of our population was needed for the production of
our food; now less than 3% of our population feeds
300 million Americans and another 200 million
around the world. In short, we have moved from an
agriculture/agrarian society, to an industrial, and
now to a super-industrial information society.
A little over two lifetimes ago, the United States was
in the middle of a Civil War. In the 100 years that
our Valley has existed, our predecessors helped to
put this country back together and pave the way for
the US to be a world leader.
Continued on Page 8

Personal Representative’s Message
Edmund Cohen, 33 ° - Personal Representative of the SGIG in Alexandria

Dear Brethren:
There are so many worthwhile causes and so much to claim our attention that
it might seem strange that the Alexandria Valley is undertaking two new projects.
One is a scholarship program and the other is to support the restoration of the
House of the Temple. If this seems like an odd pairing, let me explain why it is
not. They both are at the heart of what we are about.
What makes a civilization is a concern for at least two things. First is
a reverence for the past and the second is a concern about the future.
We all probably have heard the story of an old man planting a tree or
building a foot bridge and being derided by a young man who notes
that the older man will not be around to benefit a gerat deal from his
labor. The old man replies that much of what he has enjoyed during
his life had been planted or built by previous generations, and he
would not do less for his posterity. In like manner, we, too, should
selflessly help the next generation to afford the education they need
to prepare for their future, and enable them to enjoy important
elements of our Masonic tradition.
We know that with globalization it is as easy to hire someone to build and create something in China or
India as in the United States. We will not be able to compete as a country if we fail to develop the talent
we need by educating our youth so they can compete in the global marketplace – and thus our
scholarship program.
And, just as a great country educates its youth, so, too, it honors its past. We live in what has become a
disposable consumer economy where it is cheaper to replace than repair, to tear down and rebuild rather
than to restore. Yet there are some things worth keeping, saving, treasuring, and bequeathing to the
next generation. In our modern world where so many commercial buildings have a shelf life of between
25 and 50 years, and where it is often cheaper to build a new building than refurbish an old one, there
are certain exceptions. One of these exceptions is the iconic House of the Temple, which costs a great
deal less to restore than to rebuild.
So these are our two new projects, which we are calling the Save the Past, Protect the Future Charitable
Campaign, and I hope you will agree to become part of this worthy project. If each member of the
Alexandria Scottish Rite contributed $100 a year for five years, we could raise enough to endow our
Scholarship and do our share to help restore the House of the Temple. Of course, we all find ourselves
in different circumstances, and the length of our cable tow will vary. Some might only be able to give a
dollar or two, while others might easily give many thousands, but each of us can help, and each of us
should be a part of this important effort.
Leading this effort is Brother Allen Beckner who has agreed to be the Chairman of our Philanthropic
Committee. He will be supported by Brother Howard Sobel, who has agreed to head the scholarship
program effort, and Ill. Matt Szramoski who will head the House of the Temple part of the campaign. I
hope that each of you will examine your circumstances, review the pledge card on page 5 of this Bulletin,
and send in your contribution. Brethren, every dollar is appreciated.
I also want to remind you about a couple of upcoming events, the Scottish Rite Workshop at the
Richmond Scottish Rite on Saturday morning, March 31, and the one-day Spring Reunion in Richmond on
Saturday, April 14. In regard to this latter event, now is the time to approach your Lodge Brethren, alert
them to this one-day opportunity, and get their petitions to our Secretary. Remember our goal is 125
petitions in 2012!
Thinking a little further ahead, our annual Ladies Appreciation and Widows Recognition dinner is Friday,
May 11, before our Valley meeting. I hope you will bring your lady and can reach out to one of our
widows and offer them a ride to the dinner. Finally, let me remind you to see if you have some treasures
to spare or some duplicate items you no longer need that you can donate for the auction we will hold on
Saturday, June 23, at our annual Friends and Family Dinner and Silent Auction.
God Bless.
Ed Cohen
PersonalRepresentative@AlexandriaScottishRite.org
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Wise Master’s Message

John A. Light, KCCH - Wise Master, Chapter of Rose Croix

Ceremony of Remembrance and Light
We hope each Brother will be able to attend our 9 March meeting and be a part
of the Ceremony of Remembrance and Light, which is conducted by the Chapter
of Rose Croix, to honor the memory of those Brethren who passed away
during the previous year. We have invited Colonel Jack A. Marcom, Jr.,
US Army retired, an eloquent military chaplain, to be our speaker. I am
confident that you will find his remarks very meaningful. Take a few
moments to reflect on the names listed on the next page and recall
that each Brother was a part of the Scottish Rite Body of Freemasonry
during his years in Masonry. Your attendance at our Ceremony will
be a most appreciated part of our tribute to these valued Brethren.
S&F,
John A. Light
WiseMasterChapterofRoseCroix@AlexandriaScottishRite.org

Biography of John Arthur Light, Sr.
John Arthur Light was born in Falls Church, Virginia, on a VERY snowy day in January of 1966. He
graduated from West Springfield High School in 1984, and attended The Citadel, The Military College of
South Carolina from 1984-1986. In 1986, patriotism hit John hard, so he took a break from college to
join the U.S. Army, Infantry. He was selected to become a member of the elite U.S. Army Honor Guard,
The Old Guard, 3rd U.S. Infantry, Alpha Company (The Commander-in-Chief’s Guard). While in The
Old Guard, Brother Light attended the U.S. Army Air Assault School.
It was during this time period that Brother Light was raised to the Sublime Degree of Master Mason (April
1988) in Springfield Lodge No. 217, where he had earlier served as Master Council in the Order of
DeMolay. Shortly after joining the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry in Spring of 1989, Brother Light returned
to The Citadel to complete his Degree. Shortly after graduation in 1991, he attended the U.S. Army
Airborne School at Ft. Benning, Georgia, then received his commission at Ft. Lewis, Washington, with his
next duty assignment back at Ft. Benning.
Brother Light has been a contractor, first as a security guard, then supporting the Naval Air Systems
Command for four years. In 1996 he changed companies and has been supporting the U.S. Department
of State ever since. He is currently employed by Access Systems.
Brother Light has served as an Officer in the Alexandria Scottish Rite Valley for many years. Before
serving in the Chapter line, he went through the line in the Council of Kadosh, serving as Commander
in 2002. He has participated in the 9th and 18th Degrees and now serves with the prompting team. In
2005, he was invested with the rank and decoration of Knight Commander Court of Honour.
Brother Light has three sons, ages 21, 18, and 16 of whom he is very proud. He is happy knowing that
his sons graduated or will be graduating from the same high school where he received his diploma. He
is now married to his best friend, Penni. He enjoys spending time with her and the boys. John and Penni
enjoy their political and religious discussions, as well as wine tasting throughout Virginia. He also lives
with a short-haired daschund named Max A. Million, who might as well be a little human…in fact, he
thinks that he is.
Brother Light is a Deacon at the church he grew up in, the First Baptist Church of Springfield.
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From The Secretary’s Desk
David C. Morris, 33 ° - Secretary of all Four Bodies

Is Spring Here Yet?
We have had such a mild winter in the Alexandria area that we may not know
when Winter ends and Spring begins. I hope you are able to enjoy both. If you
receive another DUES NOTICE, It means your dues are past due. Please take note
and make your payment by mail or on line at www.Scottishrite.org
The Spring Workshop, in Richmond, on March 31st.
On to other Business – If you are planning to attend, please let me know
so we have a count for lunch. Remember wear a blue blazer, gray slacks,
blue shirt and our Valley tie.
Regional Leadership Conference of the Supreme Council
will be held in Baltimore on April 20-21. Some of these conferences
have been quite far away, but this one is relatively close and a great
one to attend. You can register on the Supreme Council website or
call me if you need help or more information.
Dave Morris
Secretary@AlexandriaScottishRite.org

Spring Reunion Petitions Urgently Needed
Ill. Sirs, Knights, Brothers, we're only 4 weeks away from our special one day Spring Reunion which will take place at the
Richmond Scottish Rite on Saturday, April 14. Our 2012 new membership goal is 125 new members. That's not an unrealistic
number to ask you to provide. We have 43 Blue Lodges in our Valley. If you do the math, all we're asking for is a minimum
of three petitions from each Blue Lodge. Three petitions (or more) over the course of our 2012 Spring and Fall reunions should
be attainable. We did it in 2011. Let's break that record in 2012. Please make an exceptional effort to seek out new members
and get their petitions to our secretary ASAP for the Spring Reunion. If your candidate is concerned about the travel, we will
be arranging car pools. If we have enough candidates to fill a bus, we'll charter bus transportation to Richmond. The bottom
line is don't let the transportation to Richmond be a show stopper for new membership.  You can download petitions from
www.alexandriascottishrite.org.
Thank you in advance.
S&F, Bro. Paul Evancoe, KCCH, Chairman, ASR Membership Committee

Deaths Reported to the ASR in 2011
Harry Richard Applegate		
02/18/2009
Demetrios Achilles Armenakis
10/17/2011
David Henry Blank			
05/14/2011
Virginius Talmage Bowen, KCCH
03/20/2011
John Williamson Bundy		
04/14/2011
Eulas Cleveland Carter		
04/04/2011
Edward Randolph Cheek		
08/02/2011
James Mason Cosby		
11/15/2010
Oliver George Cramer, Jr.		
02/26/2011
Carl Alvin Davis			
06/12/2011
Alfred James Dumas		
12/25/2010
Archie Oliver Edwards		
08/01/2011
John Clark Everly, KCCH		
10/10/2011
George Walter Fieser		
05/09/2011
Keith Floyd			12/06/2011
Stanley Craun Frank		
12/12/2010
James Ronald Freeman		
12/03/2011
Jack Edwin Goss			
06/02/2011
Charles Douglas Grubb		
02/22/2011
Kirby Leroy Hepner, Jr.		
12/06/2010
Stephen Michael Hewitt		
10/03/2011
Elemer Holst			05/18/2011
Harry Hunter			10/27/2010
Andrew Raymond Jackson		
01/15/2011
Dale Robert Jones			
07/20/2011
Hubert Jimmie Kemp		
04/16/2011
Paul Richard Kulp			
03/10/2011
Norman Gray Lancaster		
04/25/2011
Arthur John Leavenworth		
09/19/2011

Edward Joseph Lloyd		
06/05/2011
Harry London			11/22/2011
William Benjamin Malone, 33°
05/20/2011
Lawrence Quentin Mandley		
09/19/2010
Robert Samuel Marshall		
09/10/2011
Robert Lewis Meinhold		
12/19/2010
Warren Andrew Melhorn		
10/17/2011
Charles Edward Morrow		
11/27/2011
William Alvin Motter		
07/30/2011
John Paul Napoli			
06/28/2010
Charles Pierce Newell		
01/29/2011
Willard Glenn Orr			
08/22/2011
Hamilton Edwin Pape, KCCH		
04/14/2011
Rex Minter Phares			
07/20/2011
Miles Henry Prewitt		
03/25/2011
Edwin Ingle Reeves, Jr.		
12/12/2010
Willard Claude Reid		
02/14/2011
Herman Franklin Riggins		
09/11/2008
Olin Frank Sander			
10/06/2011
Lloyd Clayton Sorrell		
12/18/2010
John Carlton Steinberger, KCCH
06/14/2011
Albert Lewis Stickles II		
11/05/2010
Robert Lee Tidwell			
12/21/2010
Walter Arthur Toehlke		
04/22/2011
William Jasper Trollinger IV		
12/06/2010
Alvin David Ungerleider		
02/13/2011
Everette Jack Veregge		
06/13/2011
Raymond Albert Webb		
10/05/2011
Robert Jennings Workman		
11/09/2011
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Alexandria Valley Donor Program
Charity is one of our Masonic values. We so very much appreciate every contribution we receive no matter how
small, and we are taking steps to improve the recognition we give to our donors.
Contributions to the Scholarship Fund, House of the Temple, RiteCare, Almoner Fund, and the Building Fund are
recognized at five levels.
Supporter: ($100-$499)
Contributors get a letter thanking them for their contribution and their name on a new Supporter level plaque.
Sustaining member: ($500-$999)
Contributors get a letter and their name on a new Sustaining member plaque.
Donor: ($1,000 to $9,999)
Contributors get a letter and their name on a new Master of the Royal Secret plaque, and receive personal
recognition.
Patron: ($10,000 to $24,999)
Contributors get a letter and their name on a new Patron plaque, and receive personal recognition.
Benefactor: ($25,000 to $49,999)
Contributors get a letter and their name on a new Benefactor plaque, and receive personal recognition.
Philanthropist: ($50,000 or more)
Contributors get a letter and receive naming rights for rooms, corridors, etc., at the building. Within this category
there would be different levels ($50,000 - $99,000, $100,000 - $249,000, $250,000 - $400,000, etc.), and there
would be specific naming rights associated with each.
The plaques would be placed in the corridor outside the auditorium. Monetary contributions would be cumulative –
back to the extent to which our computer records will allow. Brass plates with the names of contributors would be
moved to the appropriate level plaque or up to a naming right. This would continue in the future and as additional
contributions are received, we would continue to move names to the higher level plaques in line with these
additional contributions.

Contribution Pledge Form

I agree to provide financial support to the Alexandria Scottish Rite 2012 Save the Past, Protect the Future Charitable Campaign.
All contributions are tax deductible.
I wish to make the following Annual Contribution Pledge for each of five years to the Charitable Campaign to support the
Alexandria Scottish Rite Scholarship Fund and the House of the Temple Restoration Fund.
$100

$500

$1,000

Other $

I prefer to make a one-time contribution of $

.
.

Enclosed is my check payable to Alexandria Scottish Rite Charitable Campaign.
Please accept my pledge and send invoice.
Please charge the following amount $

to my credit card:

MasterCard
Visa
Amex Card Number:
Expiration Date:
Name on Card:
My account will be charged annually and I shall be notified of the charge.
Please complete the information below:
Name:
Address:
		
City:
State:
Zip:
Phone: (
)
Email:
(See Reverse Side)

/
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The Alexandria Scottish Rite Scholarship Program
Howard Sobel, 32° Chair, Alexandria Scottish Rite Scholarship Program
As you read in the Personal Representative’s message, a new Alexandria Scottish Rite Scholarship
Program will be a part of our Save the Past, Protect the Future Charitable Campaign.
Let me tell you a bit more about that program. Our goal is to raise $500,000 to build a fund that will
allow us to present four $5,000.00 scholarships each year. The scholarships could be used for either
technical training or college. So long as the awardees continued to take a full-time course of study and
were achieving passing grades, they would continue to receive the $5,000 scholarship each year for up
to four years.
We would phase in the program by awarding one $5,000 scholarship the first year, two in the second
year, three in the third year and four in the fourth year. Thus, in the 4th year and beyond we would be
awarding four scholarships each year. Assuming a normal four year college course of study, each year
one person would drop off the list and another get on. Those pursuing technical or vocational training
would probably be enrolled in less than a four-year program of study, so more people could be
accommodated.
The scholarships will be open to all deserving Masonic youth and be based on moral character,
leadership, service to community, academic achievement, and need.
As you examine the pledge form on page 5 and below, you see you have the choice of having your
contribution split equally between the Scholarship Fund and the House of the Temple Restoration
Program or divided in whatever proportion you wish. You also can direct your contribution to just go to
one of the Funds.
Won’t you please consider helping our ‘kids’ reach greater heights by making a donation? This is one
way to ensure our future is in good hands! We can’t help everyone, but those we help will be the better
for it – and all of us will be the better for having been a part of this important program.
Howard Sobel

Contribution Pledge Form

I want my contribution to be split equally between the Alexandria Scottish Rite Scholarship Fund and the House of the Temple
Restoration Fund.
I want my contribution to be split as follows:
% to the House of the Temple Restoration Fund.

% to the Alexandria Scottish Rite Scholarship Fund and

I want my entire contribution to go to the Alexandria Scottish Rite Scholarship Fund.
I want my entire contribution to go to the House of the Temple Restoration Fund.
I want my contribution to be in honor of

.

I want my contribution to be in memory of

.

Return this form to:
Alexandria Scottish Rite
P.O. Box 175
Alexandria, VA 22313-0175
Those who wish to consider other additional giving options, securities, legacy giving, or a major contribution,
please contact Brother Allen Beckner, Chairman Philanthropic Committee at (703) 521-1396 or
send an email to ChairPhilanthropicCommittee@AlexandriaScottishRite.org.
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The House of the Temple Restoration Project
Matt Szramoski, 33° Chair, Alexandria Scottish Rite HOT Restoration Fund
As you read in the Personal Representative’s message,
a new Alexandria Scottish Rite program to support the
House of the Temple Restoration Project will be a part
of our Save the Past, Protect the Future Charitable
Campaign.
Many of you have visited the magnificent building at
1733 Sixteenth Street, in Washington, D.C., known as
the House of the Temple. It was designed by the
famous American architect, John Russell Pope, who
also designed the National Gallery of Art, the National
Archives, and the Jefferson Memorial. The House of
the Temple is based on one of the Seven Wonders of
the Ancient World, the Tomb of Mausolus at
Halicarnassus, Turkey.
The House of the Temple has served as the headquarters of the Scottish Rite Southern Jurisdiction since
1915. It also served as the first free library in the District of Columbia, and today its library, museum,
and archives house priceless relics, ancient books, and memorabilia from influential Americans such as
George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, and Dwight D. Eisenhower. Beyond being an architectural
treasure, it is an outstanding Masonic research facility.
Of course after nearly 100 years of use, the building is in need of extensive renovation, made more
difficult by its designation as a Washington historic landmark. Valleys all over the Southern Jurisdiction
are developing programs to raise the funds needed ($ 97 million) to preserve this important Masonic
building. The House of the Temple is in our own back yard, and our Alexandria Valley is hoping to do its
part to preserve this magnificent historical structure by raising $500,000.
Once completed, the building will be both safer and more user friendly. Its many artifacts, not presently
displayed in an appropriate setting or stored in the proper environmental conditions, will be accessible,
and there will be a state of the art education center that will broadcast Masonic education programs via
the internet, podcasts and publication. This will be a resource for all members and a place your children
and their children will be able to visit and enjoy.
We hope you will fill out the pledge card on page 5 of this Bulletin and help us maintain this important
part of our Masonic and Scottish Rite heritage.
Matt Szramoski

Scottish Rite Workshop
The 2012 Scottish Rite Conference of Virginia Spring Workshop is scheduled for Saturday, March 31, at
the Richmond Scottish Rite Temple, 4204 Hermitage Rd., Richmond, VA 23227. There are always
excellent speakers on topics of significant interest to the Craft, including a talk by our Grand Master.
There also are presentations on the state of the Scottish Rite in Virginia and programs planned in the
Orient during the year. The day begins at 8:30 a.m. with a continental breakfast. The workshop begins
at 9:30 a.m., and there is a light lunch after the meeting; you can be on the road home shortly after
midday.
Please let me or Ill. Dave Morris know if you are attending so we can notify the Richmond Valley. Given
the quality of the programs and the opportunity to fellowship with Scottish Rite Brethren from around
the Commonwealth, the Valley of Alexandria has always had a large turnout at the workshop. I am
certain you will enjoy the workshop, so please plan on attending. Check with other Valley members or
our Secretary to arrange carpools; it is cheaper and the trip is more fun. I hope to see you there.
Fraternally
Wm Larry Alexander, 33°
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A Message on Behalf of the Centennial Class
Brother James Cudney
Continued from page 1
Some of those who played significant parts in our
recent history may have sat in these same chairs as
we do, and we bear a similar responsibility to our
posterity.
But more specifically, what does any of this mean
for us? Right now any child at a keyboard has access
to nearly everyone else in the world. And anyone of
us on the Internet now has access to most of the
world’s information – the good, the bad, and the
ugly. In my opinion, it is up to us to contribute to
this world-wide town meeting as a beacon of
morality and integrity. Amidst all of the confusion
and hatred, we need to get the word out that we
take good men and make them better.
But how do we do that? Dr. Nancy Funk, another
inspirational professor of mine, taught us that we all
have our own level of participation. It is up to good
leaders to recognize each person’s best qualities
and develop those attributes so that they can
provide meaningful contributions to the group or
society. Of course this is much easier said than
done.
She also taught us that we are all individuals and
wired differently in how we learn. If I say: “Do what
I am doing, touch your ear with your left hand,” and
as I say this, I touch my ear with my right hand,
about 50% who are primarily visual learners will
pay attention to what I did, and touch their ear with
their right hand, but about 50% who are auditory
learners will pay attention to what I said and touch
their ear with their left hand. A small percentage of
us learn equally well both ways.
But here is how technology influences learning. For
the first 798 lifetimes, learning was primarily mouth
to ear and by demonstration. During the 799th and
the first part of the 800th lifetime, books and
formalized school systems developed both visual
and audio learning systems. Indeed, during this
800th lifetime we have seen the introduction of an
amazing array of audio-visual learning tools: radio,
TV, computers, Internet, cable, etc. However, over
the past decade or so, there has been a radical shift
in how we absorb information and learn. Our kids
are bombarded by information from screens
constantly: TVs, computers, game systems, Internet,
smart phones, texting, etc. More than 60% of
American society uses a computer at work for more
than four hours a day.

Next time you are in the office, just walk around and
see how many people are just staring into a computer
screen, and management by email is becoming the
norm. It’s actually kind of amazing. People are
literally going to work or school and plugging in.
They are plugging in on the way home, and once
home, they plug in again.
Masons, particularly younger Masons, are embracing
this new technology – 700 cable channels, Internet
message forums, websites, chat rooms, blogs, text
messages, Skype, Mumble, etc. – and all the choices
this technology allows. In some ways we have never
been closer to like-minded people throughout the
world, and an increasing number of our relationships
are actually in the virtual world. This trend will
continue to accelerate as the current cohort of
school children begin to graduate from high school
and colleges and join the work force.
This is not all bad. Personally, I joined Concord
Lodge in Vienna, Virginia, primarily because the
website and Facebook pages were so informative,
honest, and, well, cool looking. I felt confident that
there was enough information and pictures posted
that I could meet and become friends with these
people. It seems I was not the only person that felt
that way. Of the 28 petitions Concord Lodge
received last year, 25 of them were conveyed
through the Internet, either by email, website signup
form, or messages.
This was a valuable lesson to me and should be to
you. We need to take advantage of the way in which
new technologies can enhance our programs and
Masonic education. We need to communicate with
the various Blue Lodge Brethren through a robust
Alexandria Valley online presence. And we need to
ensure that our online messages impart the warmth,
morality, and integrity which are the basis of our
Fraternity.
There is, however, another side to this equation.
Interestingly, I think there is starting to be a bit of
backlash to the virtualization of these relationships.
A good friend of mine, Tom Sroka, a program
engineer for the US Army, has introduced a radical
concept at his R&D directorate: management by
walking around – actually getting out of your seat
and going to speak to someone down the hall about
a matter, rather than just sending them an email.

continued on page 9
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A Message on Behalf of the Centennial Class
Brother James Cudney
Continued from page 8
“The Plugged in Generation” are beginning to see the need to get out into the real world and have
face-to-face interaction. Freemasonry and the Scottish Rite are a great destination for people seeking
that human interaction and the enrichment of a fellowship characterized by a system of morality,
fraternity, and brotherly love.
And given all of this, I think this 100th class of the Alexandria Valley is in a position to play a significant
role in the Valley. We can help to bridge the gap between the super-industrial information society and
the “Plugged in Generation.” We are comfortable with the new technology and the places where so
many of the men we want to attract congregate – Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and other social media.
For instance, what if I told you that if you placed a QR Code, similar to the one below, on the door to your
lodge or Valley, you would have five new members next year? You might want to try it.
Download Free QR-CODE Reader from your Smart Phone Market Place

SCAN HERE!
To conclude, there is nothing old fashion about Freemasonry. Its values are relevant and very much
needed today. But we have an opportunity, and a responsibility, to bring our message to a new
generation of men in the way they are used to communicating. And this is something our large
Centennial class, filled with bright, intelligent, and motivated individuals, can and should be doing. So let
me end as I began by thanking all of you for our recent Reunion experience and for the world-class
programs presented by the Alexandria Valley. We feel empowered and we want to contribute to making
the Valley even stronger than it now is.

MILD WINTER HELPS CLUBS
It was noted at the February Shenandoah Valley Club meeting that so far this year both clubs have held
their scheduled meetings without having to cancel because of dangerous weather conditions. In previous
years, adverse conditions caused some meetings to be canceled. We hope we will also be able to hold the
March dinner/meetings as shown below.
The BLUE RIDGE CLUB will gather at 6:30 for dinner at the Lodge in The Plains on Monday, March 19. On
Monday, April 16, the location shifts to the Lodge in Culpeper, also beginning at 6:30.
The SHENANDOAH VALLEY CLUB will meet on Wednesday, March 28, at 6:30, at the Butcher Block
Restaurant, Stephens City, for great eating and the meeting to follow. On
Wednesday, April 25, the group will meet at the Lodge in Woodstock for the 6:30 dinner/meeting.
We encourage Alexandria area brethren to attend these monthly affairs. You’ll enjoy them. Let Walter
Downs, 703-768-7903 or David Smith, Sr., 703-239-8659 know by the Friday before each meeting that you
would like to attend. Car pools are available.
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All Scottish Rite Members whose names appear
in this Bulletin are of the Thirty-second Degree,
unless otherwise indicated.
The Secretary of the Four Coordinate Bodies:
Illustrious David C. Morris, 33°
The Assistant Secretary:
Illustrious David H. Smith Sr., 33°
The Treasurer:
Illustrious Roy M. (Marty) Heaster, 33°
The mailing address is:
P.O. Box 175, Alexandria, VA 22313
Office Phone: (703) 998-9044
Fax Number: (703) 778-2804
The Alexandria Scottish Rite Temple is located
at 1430 West Braddock Road, Alexandria, VA
22302.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please notify the Secretary immediately of any
change of address, phone number or email
address. This is very important so that you may
receive The Scottish Rite Journal and other
publications and correspondence without delay.
THE SCOTTISH RITE CREED
Human progress is our cause, liberty of thought
our supreme wish, freedom of conscience our
mission, and the guarantee of equal rights to all
people everywhere our ultimate goal.
ILLUSTRIOUS RONALD A. SEALE, 33°
Sovereign Grand Commander
ILLUSTRIOUS JAMES D. COLE, 33°
Grand Treasurer General and
SGIG in the Orient of Virginia
ILLUSTRIOUS EDMUND COHEN, 33°
Personal Representative
of the SGIG in Alexandria
ILLUSTRIOUS WALTER SCOTT DOWNS, 33°, GC
Secretary Emeritus
STATED MEETINGS
Alexandria Lodge of Perfection
Second Friday of each month
O.M. “NEIL” MARPLE, KCCH
Venerable Master
Alexandria Chapter of Rose Croix
Second Friday
January, March, May, November
JOHN A. LIGHT, KCCH
Wise Master
Alexandria Council of Kadosh
Second Friday
January, March, May, November
JAMES D. BAKER, KCCH
Commander
Alexandria Consistory
Second Friday
March, June, September, December
DONALD G. PHILLIPS, KCCH
Master of Kadosh

Upcoming Events
March 2012

April 2012

March 9th – 6:30 p.m.
Pre-Meeting Dinner

April 20th - 21st
Supreme Council Regional
Workshop
Baltimore, MD
(registration required)

(reservations required by April 30 th)

All Four Bodies – 7:30 p.m.
Celebration of Remembrance &
Light by The Chapter of Rose Croix
March 19th – 6:30 p.m.
Blue Ridge Club
Meeting in The Plains

(continued)

April 25th – 6:30 p.m.
Shenandoah Valley Club
Meeting in Woodstock
(reservations required by April 20 th)

(reservations required by March 16th)

May 2012

March 28th – 6:30 p.m.
Shenandoah Valley Club
Butcher Block Restaurant,
Stephens City

May 11th – 6:00 p.m.
Ladies Appreciation and Widows
Recognition Dinner

(reservations not required)

March 31st – 9:00 a.m.
Scottish Rite Workshop
Richmond Scottish Rite Temple

April 2012
April 6th – 6:00 p.m.
Executive Council Meeting
Lodge of Perfection – 7:30p.m.
Refreshments – 9:00 p.m.
April 14th – 8:00 a.m.
One Day Spring Reunion
Richmond Scottish Rite Temple
April 16th -6:30 p.m.
Blue Ridge Club
Meeting in Culpeper
(reservations required by April 13th)

(reservations required by Monday, May 7th)

Council of Kadosh, Chapter of
Rose Croix & Lodge of Perfection
May 21st – 6:30 p.m.
Blue Ridge Club
Meeting in The Plains
(reservations required by May 18th)

May 23rd – 6:30 p.m.
Shenandoah Valley Club
Butcher Block Restaurant,
Stephens City
(reservations not required)

CLUBS
For more detailed information
on the Clubs meetings go to
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